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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.
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6. Define the process Alpha and Beta decay.

Discuss in detail the Fermi theory of beta

decay. 20

Unit IV

7. Discuss the liquid drop model along with its

validity and limitations. 20

8. (a) Discuss the working of nuclear fission

reactor. 10

(b) How the energy is being produced in

stars ? Explain. 10
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Unit I

1. (a) What should be the parameters to choose

an appropriate probe to study the nuclear

size, shape and density distribution ? List

the suitable probes and compare their

advantages and disadvantages. 10

(b) Explain the important conclusion

regarding properties of nuclei and nuclear

forces drawn through the curve for

binding energy per nucleon. 10

2. (a) Estimate the separation energies for

removal of a neutron and a proton from

the 42Ca. Why are these energies are

different ? Explain. [The atomic masses

of 41K, 41Ca and of 42Ca are 40.961825,

40.962278 and 41.958622 respectively.]

10

(b) How the charge and matter are distributed

in a nucleus ? Explain it with the help of

a plot. Also explain the various terms

used in below given expression
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Unit II

3. Discuss in general the gas filled counters. Also

give the principle, construction, working and

merits and limitations of G.M. Counter. 20

4. (a) How the charged particles loss their

energy while traveling through matter ?

Also discuss the dependence of stopping

power on energy and nature of projectile.

15

(b) Explain the linear and mass attenuation

coefficient. 5

Unit III

5. (a) Sketch the graph showing the relationship

between alpha particle range and decay

constant. Derive an expression to

calculate the kinetic energy of emitted

alpha particle. 10

(b) How the angular moment and parity

selection rules are important in nuclear

transitions ? Explain it with the choice

of a suitable example. 10
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